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Tony has spent the last 15 years in Mission Critical Operations; first with the Navy Nuclear
Power program, shifting focus to enterprise data centers, and now more broadly serving the Mission
Critical sector as a whole.
Tony joined AirTight Facilitech in May 2018 to serve as the Business Development Leader for
Mission Critical clients. Based in Charlotte, he supports both maintenance and project activities for
data centers and other critical facilities in the greater Carolinas market. Tony’s experience operating
and maintaining nuclear mechanical systems followed by uptime and fiscal responsibility for critical
systems in the private sector allows him to provide a unique depth of understanding for our clients’
needs. He understands the challenges of having to balance the need for 24/7 availability with a finite
amount of resources. His goal is to find the best options to allow facilities to run at peak performance,
with the least financial impact or introduction of risk.
Tony spent his first 8 years after the Navy working for two international facilities
management firms. He built and managed many data center facility management teams across the
country, eventually becoming a regional Director of Operations and Business Finance Manager for a
large portfolio of enterprise data centers. He has directly managed all phases of the data center
lifecycle for Fortune 50 enterprises, finance, healthcare, telco, and public-sector facilities.
Tony is a vanguard for Veterans initiatives as well as talent development & training for the
Mission Critical industry. He now serves on the 7x24 Exchange Carolinas Board of Directors as the
Chair of the Education committee, Infrastructure Masons Education Committee, and has been heavily
involved in the National Consortium for Mission Critical Operations. Tony is the lead author for the
recently published Certified Mission Critical Operator textbook; covering “the fundamental skills and
concepts required to design, operate, monitor, and maintain the key components, systems, and
spaces within a mission critical facility.” He received his MBA in 2012 and was named to the 2013
national “Top 40 Under 40” Veterans list by Bradley-Morris.
Tony lives with his wife and two young children in the Steele Creek area near Lake Wiley and
maintains strong community involvement. You can often find him with a bald head after organizing
events for St. Baldrick’s Foundation to raise funds for childhood cancer research.
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